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This document describes the idea of discourse graphs — which builds on a long history of robust
information modeling work — and its possible applications for augmenting individual and collective synthesis.
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Motivation: Effective synthesis is critical but (unnecessarily) hard

To advance science, scientists must synthesize what is currently known and unknown about scientific problems. Effective synthesis generates new knowledge, integrating relevant theories, concepts, claims, and
evidence into novel conceptual wholes [Strike and Posner, 1983, Blake and Pratt, 2006]. Synthesis may
be supported by and manifested in a variety of forms, such as a theory, an effective systematic or integrative literature review, a causal model, a cogent research proposal or problem formulation, or model of
a design space, among others. The advanced understanding from synthesis can be a powerful force multiplier for choosing effective studies and operationalizations [van Rooij and Baggio, 2021, McElreath and
Smaldino, 2015, Scheel et al., 2020], and may be especially necessary for problems where it is difficult or
impossible to construct decisive experimental tests (e.g., the issue of mask efficacy for reducing community
transmission [Howard et al., 2020]); indeed, scientific progress may not even be tractable without adequate
synthesis (as theory), even with advanced methods and data [Jonas and Kording, 2017]: as Allen Newell
famously said, "You can’t play twenty questions with nature and win" [Newell, 1973]. To illustrate the power
of synthesis for accelerating scientific progress, consider the example of Esther Duflo, who attributed her
Nobel-Prize-winning work to the detailed synthesis of problems in developmental economics she obtained
from a handbook chapter [Duflo, 2011].
Unfortunately, effective synthesis is rare. Published synthesis outputs, such as review papers and systematic reviews, are scarce, and almost never updated [Shojania et al., 2007, Petrosino, 1999]. Studies of literature reviews in doctoral dissertations [Lovitts, 2007, Holbrook et al., 2004, Boote and Beile, 2005] and even
published papers [Alton-Lee, 1998, Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011, van Rooij and Baggio, 2021, McPhetres
et al., 2020, Bhurke et al., 2015, Fleming et al., 2013] have found them frequently lacking key aspects of
synthesis quality, such as critical engagement with and generative integration of prior work and theory.
There is an important yet relatively neglected reason for this: the fundamental information models that underlie most scientists’ everyday reading and communication practices are not readily
amenable to integration, comparison, sharing, and translation across publications, researchers, or
domains. The experience of synthesis work is often described as arduous and effortful [Ervin, 2008, Knight
et al., 2019, Granello, 2001], and estimates of the time taken to do synthesis in a rigorous manner, such as in
a systematic review, corroborate these subjective experiences [Shojania et al., 2007, Petrosino, 1999, Ervin,
2008], with the labor of transforming the "raw data" of unstructured texts into forms amenable for analysis comprising a major portion of these time costs. One effort to address the difficulty of synthesis is
a growing body of work on tools for augmenting systematic review work [O’Connor et al., 2019]. While
promising, these efforts are often framed as special-purpose tools disconnected from (and not interoperable
with) routine scientific practices [O’Connor et al., 2019].
An interesting line of evidence for the inadequacy of current document-centric information models —
or as Qian et al [Qian et al., 2019] call it, "iTunes for papers" — is the desire path of scientists adopting
niche tools with different information models [Chan et al., 2020]. For example, there is a subculture of
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academic researchers who repurpose qualitative data analysis tools like NVivo and Atlas.ti to do literature
reviews [Wolfswinkel et al., 2013, Silver, 2020, anujacabraal, 2012]; it is notable that the key affordances
of these tools emphasize interacting with different core, more granular information unites — excerpts and
themes — than papers. There is also some adoption of niche specialized tools for literature sensemaking,
such as LiquidText and Citavi, both of which emphasize the composition of networks of claims that are
directly linked to contextualizing excerpts from documents.
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Discourse Graphs: A promising model for augmenting synthesis

Across scientific disciplines, the past decades have witnessed sweeping efforts to rethink existing formats for
scholarly communication, resulting in an array of related approaches — including ontologies, semantically
rich data models, and other metadata and linked data standards — to support new modes of knowledge
representation, sharing, and transfer [Renear and Palmer, 2009, Kuhn and Dumontier, 2017, de Waard,
2010]. These approaches take a profusion of forms to suit the functional requirements of different research
and disciplinary contexts. Of primary interest here is a suite of information models [Ciccarese et al., 2008,
Clark et al., 2014, Brush et al., 2016, Shum et al., 2006, ?, Groth et al., 2010, McCrickard, 2012, de Waard
et al., 2009] that share a common underlying model for representing scientific discourse: one that distills
traditional forms of publication down into more granular, formalized knowledge claims, linked to supporting
evidence and context through a network or graph model. Here, we use the term "discourse graph" to refer
to this information model, to evoke the core concepts of representing and relating knowledge claims (rather
than concepts) as the central unit, and emphasizing linking and relating these claims (rather than categorizing
or filing them). Standardizing the representation of scientific claims and evidence in a graph model can
support machine reasoning [Kuhn and Dumontier, 2017], but is also widely hypothesized to support human
learning across domains and contexts [Shum et al., 2000, Renear and Palmer, 2009, de Waard, 2010, Clark
et al., 2014].
To understand why this information model might augment synthesis, consider a researcher who wants to
understand what interventions might be most promising for mitigating online harassment. To synthesize a
formulation of this complex interdisciplinary problem that can advance the state of the art, she needs material
that can help her work through detailed answers to a range of questions. For example, which theories have
the most empirical support in this particular setting? Are there conflicting theoretical predictions that
might signal fruitful areas of inquiry? What are the key phenomena to keep in mind when designing an
intervention (e.g., perceptions of human vs. automated action, procedural considerations, noise in judgments
of wrongdoing, scale considerations for spread of harm)? What intervention patterns (whether technical,
behavioral, or institutional) have been proposed that are both a) judged on theoretical and circumstantial
grounds as likely to be effective in this setting, and b) lacking in direct evidence for efficacy?
The answers to these questions cannot be found simply in the titles of research papers, in groupings of
papers by area, or even in citation or authorship networks. The answers lie at lower levels of granularity: the
level of theoretical and empirical claims or statements made within publications. For example, "viewers in a
Twitch chat engaged in less bad behaviors after a user was banned by a moderator for bad behavior" [Seering
et al., 2017], and "banning bad actors from a subreddit in 2015 was somewhat effective at mitigating spread
of hate speech on other subreddits" [Chandrasekharan et al., 2017] are claims that interrelate in complex
ways, both supporting other claims/theories that are in tension with each other. This level of granularity is
crucial not just for finding relevant claims to inform the synthesis, but also for constructing more complex
arguments and theories, by connecting statements in logical and discursive relationships. Beyond operating at
the claim level, our researcher will also need to work through a range of contextual details. For example,
to judge which studies, findings, or theories are most applicable to her setting, she needs to know key
methodological details including the comparability of different studies’ interventions, settings, populations,
and outcome measures. She might need to reason over the fact that two studies that concluded limited
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Figure 1: Example discourse graph (with claims and associated context) for theories and findings on effects
of bans on bad actors in online forums.
efficacy of bans had ban interventions that were quite short, on a forum with no identity verification. Or
she might reason through the fact that a prominent theory of bad faith and discourse was proposed by
a philosopher from the early 2000’s (before the rise of modern social media). To judge the validity of
past findings (e.g., what has been established with sufficient certainty, where the frontier might be), she
would need to know, for example, which findings came from which measures (e.g., self-report, behavioral
measures), and the extent to which findings have been replicated cross authors from different labs, and
across a variety of settings (e.g., year, platform, scale).

2.1

Hypothesized individual benefits: Creative synthesis and exploration

A discourse graph has key affordances that are hypothesized to enable just these sorts of synthesis
operations. Information is represented primarily at the claim or statement level, and embedded in a
graph of relationships with other claims and context. In a discourse graph, claims have many-to-many
relationships to support composition of more complex arguments and theories, or "decompression" into
component supporting/opposing claims. Contextual entities and information, such as methodological details
and metadata, are explicitly included in the discourse graph. This supports direct analysis of claims with
their evidentiary context, supporting critical engagement, integration, and even reinterpretation of individual
findings. Figure 1 shows how this might be supported in the specific worked example above. Note that
discourse graphs need not be represented or manipulated in this visual format; the underlying graph model
can be instantiated in a variety of media, such as hypertext notebooks, and also implicitly in various analog
implementations that allow for cross-referencing. What is important is the information architecture of
representing networks of claims and their context.
Beyond the theoretical match between the kinds of queries scientists need to run over their evidence
collection for synthesis, a discourse-centric representation that encodes granular claims instead of document "buckets" could facilitate exploration and conceptual combination. There is theoretical precedent for
this in research on expertise and creative problem solving, where breaking complex ideas down into more
meaningful, smaller conceptual "chunks" may be necessary for creative recombination into new conceptual
wholes [McCrickard et al., 2013, Chase and Simon, 1973, Knoblich et al., 1999, McCaffrey, 2012]. Removing contextual details (though not losing the ability to recover them) may also be necessary and useful
for synthesizing ideas and reusing knowledge across boundaries [Star and Griesemer, 1989, McMahan and
Evans, 2018]. At the same time, constructive and creative engagement with contextual details, is thought
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to be necessary for developing novel conceptual wholes from "data", such as in sensemaking [Russell et al.,
1993], systematic reviews [Blake and Pratt, 2006], or formal theory development [Marder, 2020, van Rooij
and Baggio, 2021, Goldstein, 2018, Gruber and Barrett, 1974]. Further, accurately predicting just which
contextual details are necessary to represent directly in an information object is a difficult task [Ackerman
and Halverson, 2004, Lutters and Ackerman, 2007] that may be functionally impossible in creative settings.
The conjunction of these affordances — having both granular information objects like claims, and the ability
to progressively expand their context by traversing/retrieving from the discourse graphs — may help to
resolve this tension between granularity and contextualizability. For instance, graph-model and hypertext
affordances like hyperlinking or transclusion might enable scientists to hide "extraneous details" (to facilitate
compression) without destructively blocking future reusers from obtaining necessary contextual details for
reuse [Ackerman and Halverson, 2004, Lutters and Ackerman, 2007].

2.2

Hypothesized collective benefits: Reduced overhead, and enhanced creative reuse

Discourse graphs (or parts thereof) could also significantly reduce the overhead to synthesis through reuse
and repurposing over time, across projects, and potentially even across people. For example, imagine
collaborators sharing discourse graphs with each other, rather than simple documents full of unstructured
notes, to speed up the process of working towards shared mental models and identifying productive areas
of divergence; or a lab onboarding new researchers not with long reading lists, but with discourse graph
subsets they can build on over time. How much effort could be reduced if this were a reality?
The same affordances of discourse graphs around granularity and contextualizability that are hypothesized
to augment individual synthesis should also facilitate exploration and reuse of an evidence collection that
was created by someone else, or by oneself in the past. For example, granular representation of scientific
ideas at the claim level is a much better theoretical match for the kinds of queries that scientists want to
ask of an evidence collection during synthesis [Clark et al., 2014, de Waard, 2010, Hars, 2001, Shum et al.,
2000, de Ribaupierre and Falquet, 2017]. These claims may also be more to the level of processing required
to be understood and reused by others, compared to raw annotations and marginalia [Marshall and Brush,
2004]. Also, ambiguity around concepts can be a significant barrier to reuse across knowledge boundaries.
For example, keyword search is only really useful when there is a stable, shared understanding of ontology
[Talja and Maula, 2003]: this condition is almost certainly not present when crossing knowledge boundaries
[McMahan and Evans, 2018], and perhaps not even within fields of study with significant ongoing controversy
amongst different schools of thought [Hjørland, 2002] In these settings, judging that two things are "the
same" is problematic and difficult task; doing so without engagement with context can sometimes introduce
more destructive ambiguity, not less, a hard-won lesson from the history of Semantic Web [Hayes and
Halpin, 2008, Halford et al., 2013], ontology [Gustafson, 2020, Randall et al., 2011] and classification efforts
[Bowker and Star, 2000]. A discourse-centric graph that embeds concepts in discourse contexts, traversing
through networks of contextual details (such as authors, measures, contexts), and perhaps augmented by
formal concepts as hooks, may be a better match for exploring ideas across knowledge boundaries. Further,
although in many instances of knowledge reuse, contextual details tend to vary substantially across reuse
tasks [Ackerman and Halverson, 2004, Ackerman et al., 2013], there might be sufficient overlap of useful
contextual details (e.g., participant information, study context) that remain stable across reuse tasks [Blake
and Pratt, 2006].

3

Conclusion: A call for further research

In this document I’ve described the importance and difficulty of synthesis for scientific progress, diagnosed an
information-model barrier to doing synthesis, and described discourse graphs as an alternative information
model that could augment and accelerate synthesis, both individually and collectively.
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I’ll close here with a word of caution and a call for further research: despite the significant hypothesized
benefits of discourse graphs, we don’t yet know very much about whether or how they work in scientific
practice. Their efficacy in facilitating synthesis or increasing the speed of research advancement remains
uncertain.
There have been attempts to integrate discourse graphs into scientific communities of practice: for
example, the ScholOnto model [Shum et al., 2006] was supporting remote PhD mentoring and distributed
collaborations; SWAN [Ciccarese et al., 2008] was integrated into the successful Alzforum online research
community for Alzheimers research [Clark and Kinoshita, 2007]; and the micropublication model was integrated into the Domeo scientist network [Clark et al., 2014]. However, for a variety of reasons, the impact
of these deployments has not been empirically evaluated. This may partly be due to changes in funding and
infrastructure for these research software, leading to deprecation of technical infrastructure. Other efforts
might not have made it past the experimental prototype stage for similar reasons (lack of funding, incentives). However, the pivot of some information models into more educational or general-purpose applications
[Liddo et al., 2012] is suggestive of open problems that might stand in the way of realizing the benefits of
discourse graphs in scientific practice more generally.
One potentially promising ongoing effort is the Clinical Interpretation of Variants in Cancer (CIViC)
project [Griffith et al., 2017], which has successfully recruited hundreds of volunteer curators to curate
evidence on cancer-related mutations, using the Scientific Evidence and Provenance Information Ontology
(SEPIO) model [Brush et al., 2016]. There are no empirical evaluations of this project’s impact, but a
recent qualitative study of clinicians’ perceptions of the resource uncovered challenges around mismatches
in contextual details that were captured, and the clinically relevant information they needed to use it as
a "knowledge base" [Cambrosio et al., 2020]. Another relevant study by Ribaupierre et al [de Ribaupierre
and Falquet, 2017] found that a small sample of scientists who tested a prototype tool that allowed them
to search over a literature by rhetorical elements (e.g., findings, methods, definitions) self-reported higher
signal-to-noise ratio in results when searching for specific findings (e.g., "show all findings of studies that
have addressed the issue of gender equality in terms of salary"), compared to using a standard keyword
search interface. However, the study did not continue to observe usage of literature in a synthesis task.
On the practice side, surveys of tool usage by scientists suggest that document-centric workflows continue
to dominate. For example, Bosman et al. [Bosman and Kramer, 2016] reported from a large-scale online
survey of approximately 20k researchers worldwide that reference management tools like EndNote, Mendeley,
and Zotero were the most frequently mentioned tools for managing and using literature. These large-scale
findings are corroborated by more in-depth qualitative investigations of researcher practices, which generally
find the predominance of these document-centric tools, as well as mainstream general-purpose software like
Microsoft Word and Excel for note-taking [Qian et al., 2020, Willis et al., 2014, Hoang and Schneider, 2018].
Given the high potential of discourse graphs for augmenting synthesis, and the centrality of synthesis for
scientific progress, research that directly tests their efficacy and explores how to integrate them into scientific
workflows would be very valuable. The time is now ripe for exploring this, because a new generation of
consumer-grade software has exploded on the scene under the general rubric of "networked notebooks".
These platforms — some particularly popular ones includes RoamResearch1 , Obsidian2 , Logseq3 , Dendron4 ,
RemNote5 , and AthensResearch6 — have democratized access to extensible, hypertext notetaking environments, drawing on roots in wiki technology and hacker-culture tools like GNU Emacs’ org-mode extension7 .
These platforms have attracted a substantial user base, on the order of tens of thousands of users who have
1

https://roamresearch.com/
https://obsidian.md/
3
https://logseq.github.io/
4
dendron.so
5
https://www.remnote.io/
6
https://www.athensresearch.org/
7
https://orgmode.org/
2
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adopted these tools for knowledge synthesis. Central to the community’s interaction is the regular development, sharing, and testing of plugins and extensions for the software, as well as for open-source reference
managers like Zotero, editors like LaTeX, and reading and annotation software like Hypothes.is8 , Readwise9 ,
and Memex10 . There is also support for sharing graphs with each other through automatic publishing of
subsets of notes to a personal website (see, e.g., RoamGarden11 and Obsidian Publish12 ). This culture and
technical infrastructure, paired with the consumer-grade software, is what provides the ideal opportunity to
explore and observe discourse graphs in authentic usage across a range of settings. Research to directly test
the promise of discourse graphs for synthesis in this favorable setting is outside the scope of this document,
but my hope is that this document will frame, support, and spur such work!
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https://web.hypothes.is/
https://readwise.io/
10
https://getmemex.com/
11
https://roam.garden/
12
https://obsidian.md/publish
9
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